WANdisco Fusion®
for Business Intelligence
& Data Science
Why is Active Data Migration™
critical to success?
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By 2020, organizations
able to analyze all
relevant data and
deliver actionable
information will achieve
an extra $430 billion in
productivity benefits
over their less analytically
orientated peers.
IDC 2016

Data is the new natural resource of our time with data driven
businesses five times more likely to make faster decisions than
their market peers and twice as likely to be in the top quartile of
financial performance within their industries1. Success is cultivated
from analyzing relevant data and using that insight to help inform
the direction of a business.
Many businesses today are striving to become more data-driven by
giving people access to the data they need at the point of decision.
As a result, a new generation of business intelligence (BI) tools and
analytics platforms have emerged to meet the growing need for
data accessibility and deeper insight from diverse data sources.
Research firm Gartner outlined in its 2017 Magic Quadrant for
Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms the key infrastructure
requirements for a successful BI strategy:
•

BI Platform Administration, Security and Architecture
- platform security, audited access and business continuity.

•

Cloud BI - capability to deploy and manage analytics and
analytic applications in the cloud from data both in the cloud
and on company servers (on-premises).

•

Data Source Connectivity and Ingestion – ability for users to
connect to structured and unstructured data across all storage
environments both on-premises and in the cloud.

These challenges cannot be underestimated and represent
potentially enormous problems in both single-vendor or
heterogeneous environments that include Hadoop, Cloud
and other systems. Typically, point solutions are procured by
IT that inevitably require continual daily re-coding, resulting in
high resource requirements, poor SLAs, batch job delays and
sometimes human error.
WANdisco’s software and its people are helping large enterprises
around the world to solve today’s critical issues of data movement
and availability by delivering a patented, automated, secure,
selective, self-healing Active Data Replication™ solution across
almost any combination of on-premises and Cloud – or even
Cloud to Cloud.
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Wegener, R. and Sinha, V. (2013) The value of Big Data: How analytics differentiates winners”, Bain & Company
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Benefits
Using WANdisco Fusion® for business
intelligence ensures your organization
can easily deploy advanced analytics to
outperform the competition.

FUSION

FUSION

By 2020 analytics
will reach 75% of
company employees.

BI PLATFORM

FUSION

FUSION

Gartner 2013

BI/Data Science Platform Administration
Whilst many organizations use multiple BI solutions
to solve different BI problems there are an increasing
number of platforms that can consolidate traditional
reporting, bottom-up data discovery and embedded
analytic capabilities into a single governed platform
rather than separating data into different analytic
silos. This is critical because a single platform enables
everyone in an organization to summarize data and
make sense of it.
However, to deliver maximum value to the business,
the platform(s) must be able to integrate multiple,
discrete, continually-changing structured and
unstructured data sources in real-time or near realtime. Without massive human intervention, this is
only possible for enterprises with a technology like
WANdisco Fusion® which can actively replicate data
from between locations as fast as the corporate
network will permit.
Furthermore, data consistency and therefore analytic
integrity across all locations is essential – Gartner
predicts “through 2017 less than 10% of self-service
BI initiatives will be governed sufficiently to prevent
inconsistencies that adversely affect the business”.
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In the event of a telecoms, Cloud or data center
failure, a system without an active data replication
capability will be missing data inputs which could
render the entire reporting flawed.
Another challenge faced by multiple point solutions
is that they frequently require the data center firewalls
to be opened wide, or at the very least need very
complex ongoing internal change control processes
to enable every server in one data center access to
every other server in another data center. WANdisco
Fusion® opens only 4-6 ports and these never
change; this reduces the hacker ‘attack surface’ from
potentially thousands of open ports to a handful,
and reduces the sometimes-lengthy change control
process from days or weeks to perhaps minutes.
Finally, giving access to the right data sources to
the right user community is both a requirement
of BI and Data Science and a bind. Assuming
viable point solutions exist in the enterprise then
it is clearly possible, but given the level of human
intervention needed, the time it takes to set jobs up
and the possibility of human errors, BI/Data Science
opportunities are going to be missed because it is
considered just too difficult.
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Cloud Business Intelligence

Data source connectivity and ingestion

The cost of storing 1TB of data on-premises is
estimated to be $27,000, more than five times the
$5,000 cost to host that same data in the public
Cloud. Some estimates have put the difference as
high as 20:1.

Physical data movement offerings like Amazon
Snowball (encrypted disks transported around by
a courier) are all well and good for one-time data
transfers of small (50 TB) amounts of archive data but
have no great value for large and/or highly changing
data sources. Unless your new business is ‘built in the
Cloud’, for at least the medium term there will always
be a need to selectively synchronize on-premises data
sources with the Cloud in both directions, probably in
near real-time.

When data is in the Cloud, one of the theoretical
advantages for BI or Data Science is the ability
to automate workflows from ingest to ETL to
analytics to reporting. This would be particularly
advantageous for businesses trying to make fast or
reasonably fast decisions from rapidly changing data
or new data sources.

By 2020, at least one-third
of all data will exist in or
pass through the cloud.
Wikibon 2015
However, in most cases this would only be true if
absolutely everything was in the Cloud (i.e. no onpremises data). This simply isn’t the case for the vast
majority of enterprises who were not ‘built in the
Cloud’. They do, and must, retain some on-premises
compute and storage for ingest, ETL, secure analytics
and/or visualizing. Unless they throw everything
in with a single Cloud vendor like Microsoft – and
implement the vendor’s substantial gateways
behind the corporate firewall – without WANdisco
Fusion® they cannot create a real-time integration
of on-premises and Cloud. This results in analytics
workflows that are not only prone to human error
but also highly manual and time consuming requiring
significant data engineering resources.
In February 2017, Amazon Web Services (AWS S3)
experienced a service outage due to human error
- a typo that affected hundreds of thousands of
businesses around the world. This caused many
enterprises to question the sanity of having a
single Cloud supplier. Enterprises using Active Data
Replication™ between multiple Clouds would not
have been affected in the same way.
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WANdisco Fusion® customers can ingest anywhere
and move continually changing data and reports
across many different data sources and Cloud
environments, regardless of location. WANdisco
Fusion® patented Active Data Replication™
technology enables BI and Data Science to make use
of real-time analytics workflows on-premises and
in the Cloud based on the economics or technical
viability of either.

A 10% increase in data
accessibility translates into
an additional $65.7 million
in net income for a typical
Fortune 1000 company.
Baseline 2014
With increasing regulation BI and Data Science have
to manage difficult data sovereignty and compliance
issues whilst continuing to extract value from data.
WANdisco Fusion® enables BI and Data Science
to control in an automated fashion what data is
replicated to where, to ensure data sovereignty
requirements are met. For example, an enterprise
with WANdisco Fusion® in a regulated industry like
Financial Services, Life Sciences or Government can
selectively replicate only folders with obfuscated
customer data to the Cloud.
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Use cases
We work directly with Fortune 1000 companies around the world
to ensure they can get the real insight they need from data.
Meeting regulatory requirements
A leading US business and consumer banking firm, with more than $200bn in assets, needed to roll out
new Big Data applications supporting credit card fraud detection and loan risk analysis whilst meeting
its business and regulatory requirements for availability and performance. After evaluating alternatives,
it deployed WANdisco Fusion® with Oracle’s Big Data Appliance across multiple data centers. The bank
is one of Oracle’s largest Big Data Appliance customers.
With WANdisco Fusion®, the bank plans to use Oracle’s cloud offering to extend its storage and
computing capacity on demand. This gives it the option of a hybrid cloud deployment or migrating
entirely to Oracle’s cloud environment with no disruption and no downtime.

Making cities smarter
Dubai wanted to use mobile devices and sensors integrated with real-time monitoring systems to
collect and analyze data to improve municipal services and respond to residents’ needs as efficiently
as possible. Given the critical nature of many government services, continuous availability was a hard
requirement. Hewlett Packard Enterprise and the municipal government evaluated all the options
available on the market and determined WANdisco Fusion® was the only solution to guarantee
continuous availability – essential when the problems smart city systems tackle can be a matter of
life and death. Dubai aspires to be the smartest in the world and this initiative, underpinned by our
patented technology, is one of its kind.

Driving car technology forward
A major automotive multinational needed to ensure vehicle data moved seamlessly between data
centers and the cloud to fulfil the growing demand in the sector for driverless technology and
predictive maintenance. IBM Big Replicate, powered by WANdisco Fusion®, was found to be the only
solution on the market capable of moving such continuously changing data sets with no downtime
and no disruption.
With our patented technology, the automotive manufacturer is now confident it is set up to handle
the increasing volumes of data produced as cars become smarter and the sector moves towards
self-driving technology. It can now also analyze data about how its cars are used, e.g. how fast
someone drives or hits the brakes, which enables them to quickly pinpoint areas for upgrading and
adjust the car appropriately.

Making energy smarter
A large national energy firm with over one million smart meters installed in homes across the
country found data consistency problems could take up to 2 days to resolve whilst requirements to
continuously ingest smart meter sensor data took hours and severely degraded performance on the
production cluster. With a government mandate to grow the deployment to handle data from over five
million smart meters by 2018, they needed a solution to enable them to carry on with this impressive
transformation. The firm turned to WANdisco Fusion® Active Data Replication™ technology to ensure
large volumes of data are consistently availability, maintain performance as the deployment grows and
simplify the ingest and transfer of internal, consumer and public data streams.
Smart meter data and its traditional data sources are now used to improve its engineering operations
and sell data related products to its partners. Awareness of individual energy use compared to baseline
patters has also led to more targeted marketing with a higher conversion rate.
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Talking to IT
WANdisco Fusion® is easy for an IT department
to install as they can continue to use the tools
they are familiar with. With our technology, IT can
ensure BI and Data Science is not only meeting,
but exceeding, existing service level agreements.
Ask your IT department to contact us if you want:

“Computer science still says what we
have done is impossible but it’s not.”
Dr Yeteru Aahlad, Chief Scientist,
Inventor & Co-founder, WANdisco

Insight
Real-time access to data wherever and
whenever you need it for a greater
understanding of your client base.

Data governance
Analysis of data without moving sensitive information across borders to
remain compliant with data security and
privacy protection regulation.

Cost savings
Leverage economies of scale offered by
cloud BI applications and use all servers
with no redundancy.

Productivity
Enhanced collaboration as teams
have access to the same data in any
location leading to more effective
decision making.

No downtime
Automatic resynchronization of
data in the event of hardware and
network outages.

No vendor lock-in
Migrate data between platforms,
the cloud and on-premises with no
downtime, no data loss and no
business disruption.

Guaranteed data consistency
Availability of the same real-time data
across multiple storage environments
and locations whether on-premises
or in the cloud.

No business disruption
Data, applications and users able to
move across different environments
with no disruption to normal operations.

Security
Only WANdisco Fusion® servers
communicate through the firewall
reducing vulnerability to hackers.

Tell your IT department to ask us:
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•

How can we integrate discrete data sources so we can get across them all?

•

Can we achieve a Recovery Point and Recovery Time of near zero minutes
so I can rely more on tools like Hadoop or the Cloud?

•

How can we create a true “Hybrid Cloud” where on premise and Cloud are
working in concert, in near real-time instead of the two worlds working in
parallel, with manual file transfers between the two?

•

How can we replicate between multiple Clouds, to avoid relying on one
vendor, in the case of a mass service outage?
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About WANdisco

Without WANdisco Fusion®

WANdisco is the world leader in Active Data
Replication™. We are the only solution in the world
capable of replicating large volumes of constantly
changing data to the cloud and between data
centers with guaranteed consistency, no downtime
and no business disruption. We have 10 registered
patents and 26 pending applications in the US and
internationally. Our flagship product, WANdisco
Fusion®, was created in 2015 as a general-purpose
replication platform rather than a specific platform
for Hadoop.

•

Downtime

•

Time-based one-way copy
for low-volume ‘cold’ data

•

Data movement always behind

•

Data consistency not guaranteed

We have an OEM with IBM as well as partnerships
with Amazon Web Services, Cisco, Google, HP
Enterprise, Microsoft Azure and Oracle. We work
directly with Fortune 1000 companies around
the world to ensure their data gives them the real
insight they need.
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Small Data

Big Data

Data moved in ‘blocks’
at specific times

Time-based transfer
does not work at scale

With WANdisco Fusion® Replication
•

No downtime

•

Moves data as it changes

•

Supports migration and hybrid use cases

•

Petabyte scale with guaranteed data consistency
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Talk to one of our specialists today
US TOLL FREE +1-877-WANDISCO (926-3472)
EMEA +44 114 3039985
APAC +61 2 8211 0620
ALL OTHER +1925 380 1728
5000 Executive Parkway, Suite 270
San Ramon, California 94583
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wandisco.com
Join us online to access our extensive
resource library and view our webinars
Follow us to stay in touch
@WANdisco

